Master of Business Administration

The MBA program consists of twelve courses [eight core courses (80 units) and four directed courses (40 units)]. Estimated duration is 24 months.

8 Core Courses

GSBS6001 Managing Under Uncertainty
GSBS6002 Foundations of Business Analysis
GSBS6003 Globalisation (equivalent to GSBS6480)
GSBS6004 Organisational Behaviour and Design (equivalent to GSBS6020)
GSBS6005 Marketing Management and Planning (equivalent GSBS6010-Foundations of Marketing Theory)
GSBS6040 Human Resource Management
GSBS6060 Strategic Management
GSBS6200 Accounting and Financial Management

4 Directed Courses

GSBS6410 Economics of Competitive Advantage (equivalent GECO6410)
GSBS6484 Corporate Governance and Social Responsibility
GSBS6007 Managing Human Resources in International Organisations
GSBS6009 Cross-Culture Management (equivalent GSBS6483)
Master of Business
The program consists of eight core courses (80 units) only. Estimated duration is 16-20 months.

8 Core Courses
- GSBS6001 Managing Under Uncertainty
- GSBS6002 Foundations of Business Analysis
- GSBS6003 Globalisation (equivalent to GSBS6480)
- GSBS6004 Organisational Behaviour and Design (equivalent to GSBS6020)
- GSBS6005 Marketing Management and Planning (equivalent GSBS6010- Foundations of Marketing Theory)
- GSBS6040 Human Resource Management
- GSBS6060 Strategic Management
- GSBS6200 Accounting and Financial Management

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
The program requires completion of four courses [two core courses (20 units) and two courses (20 units) from the directed courses]. Estimated duration is 8-12 months.

2 Core Courses
- GSBS6001 Managing Under Uncertainty
- GSBS6004 Organisational Behaviour and Design (equivalent to GSBS6020)

Choose 2 out of the 5 Directed Courses
- GSBS6002 Foundations of Business Analysis
- GSBS6003 Globalisation (equivalent to GSBS6480)
- GSBS6005 Marketing Management and Planning (equivalent GSBS6010- Foundations of Marketing Theory)
- GSBS6040 Human Resource Management
- GSBS6200 Accounting and Financial Management